ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

THE PHYSICAL FOCUS DIFFERENCE:
All athletes are different and each one has specific needs that we address on an individual basis. We assess
each athlete’s natural movement patterns and construct a program to optimize their strength and
performance. It’s vital at a young age to learn how to move correctly and to know what correct movements
feel and look like. Our focus is on giving each athlete the knowledge and understanding of how to control
their bodies in the most powerful, effective and safe manner possible. Through the integration of this
knowledge our athletes will have less injuries, higher performance, and greater longevity in their sport.
At Physical Focus we understand the sports we train. As athletes ourselves we have many years of
experience which brings valuable knowledge to our training methodology. We’ve had athletes from all sports
ranging from AVP pro beach volleyball to Pro Surfing to D1 Collegiate Water Polo. We are here to develop
athletes for long term success.

MOVE

WITH

INTENTION, FOCUS, & KNOWLEDGE
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WHY: A STRONG FOUNDATION IS PARAMOUNT TO A YOUNG ATHLETE’S SUCCESS
We believe that giving young athletes a sound foundation of proper movement patterns is
instrumental in creating a lifelong and successful career in their sport. At Physical Focus we
don’t just train our athletes, we educate them on how and why they should move in a certain
pattern. We focus on mindful movements with intention that translates to immediate success
both in and out of the gym. Our athletes learn how to get in tune with their body so that when
our athletes go on to college they will have the tools to know what is important for longevity and
success in their sport.

HOW: THROUGH INCREMENTAL AND FOCUSED PROGRESSIONS, WE ENSURE OUR ATHLETES
TURN ON THE CORRECT MUSCLES WITH PROPER MUSCLE SEQUENCING TO FACILITATE IDEAL
AND PROPER MOVEMENT MECHANICS.

Every exercise can be either good or bad depending on how it is executed. At Physical Focus,
we recognize this as a major priority. We understand the importance of training with mindful
attention and intention versus just training. It’s not about just going through the motions, it’s
about embracing and mastering the process of becoming a better / complete athlete. That’s
our job and what we do best. We break down movements into progressive pieces making
certain that proper muscles, sequencing, and mechanics of movements are evident 100% of
the time. By following this strict attention to detail, we are confident that our athletes stay
focused so they get stronger and more powerful the right way while limiting the risk of injury.
Training in this fashion is as mentally challenging as it is physically which translates
immediately toward better focus in their sport and life.
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PROGRAM GOALS:
1. EDUCATE AND TRAIN PROPER MOVEMENT MECHANICS OF:
•
Jumping
•
Landing
Changing Direction
•
•
Overhead Movements
2. INCREASE MOVEMENT EFFICIENCY AND INJURY PREVENTION:
Train for movement / power from the hips and decrease overuse of knees
•
•
Train proper scapula control for increased shoulder stability
3. TRAIN THE BRAIN WITH THE BODY - FOCUS AND RELAXATION:
•
Through training with intention and awareness in varying situations athletes with gain mental
strength that will carry over into their sport.
Through guided breath work each athlete will learn how to relax, de-stress, and mentally focus
•
when needed most.
4. NUTRITION GUIDANCE:
Each athlete will learn the proper way to eat that will create more energy, increase immune
•
system function, increase recovery, and decrease fatigue.

OUR ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM:
Sports are combinations of power, finesse, control, and balance. If one component is missing then optimal
performance is never achieved.
At PF we work equally on creating, controlling, and stopping power. Without having this balance its like
having a race car without brakes…..eventually it will hit a wall never to race again. We understand that injury
prevention is vital to any athlete development program and we’ve been laser focused on this since we opened
our doors in 1999. Throughout the past 20 years we have seen so many athletes come in with injuries but,
through our movement re-education and training programs they have more than flourished in their sport.
Physical Focus is a hybrid between a gym and a physical therapy center. Because of this we focus on more
than just making our athletes strong. We make them resiliently strong. When competition gets outside the
norm our athletes are more than ready to handle it.
Considering sports high level of repetitive movements it is vital that the stabilizing muscles of the hips and
scapula are strong and mobile. At PF we focus on hitting these areas from many different angles using many
different modalities. We focus our training sessions on getting each athlete to move differently than a standard
workout program found elsewhere. There are so many finite controlled and synergistically firing muscles that
need to be developed to establish a truly game ready body. It’s these groups of muscles that we focus on
every time we see our athletes. Through controlled movement progressions and focused body awareness our
athletes will establish a solid foundation to continue building a stronger and more resilient body to perform at
their highest level possible.
No athlete at Physical Focus will ever move without Intention, Focus, and Knowledge.
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